¶ GLOBAL

ENTERPRISE
PRIVATE CLOUD
A PRIORITY.

By melding multiple facets of IT (data center, network,
compute, storage, software, operations & management) into
a single, secure, end-to-end solution, Unitas Global can
deliver your private cloud environment as a monthly service.

63% of
organizations
have worked with
private cloud and
hosted private
cloud*

34%

¶ CUSTOM

HIGHLIGHTS

63%

EPC is the combination of
dedicated IT infrastructure and
modern cloud technology.

With access to over 130 of the top
data center facilities worldwide,
Unitas can host your infrastructure
in a location that is best for your
business.

52%

The EPC infrastructure is then wrapped in
Unitas Atlas® our uniﬁed monitoring platform
that provides you with full insight to comprehensively manage the health and performance of your IT environment, as a service.

Since we build dedicated environments from the ground-up, we’re
able to implement each client’s
speciﬁc security requirements.

¶
*451 Research

UNITAS ATLAS®

SECURE

DEDICATED
All network, hardware and
software is dedicated to a single
client, providing the security and
dependability needed for mission
critical applications.

SOLUTIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE
We custom architect, procure, deploy and
manage a truly private infrastructure
solution to best ﬁt our clients’ needs—from
data center, network, compute, and storage,
all through Unitas Global.

¶

¶

34% of enterprises use
private cloud as their primary
deployment method*

52% of organizations have plans
for future public to private cloud
migration to a hosted private
cloud environment; 19% to an
on-premise cloud environment*

Because we are technology
agnostic, we provide a solution
designed to best ﬁt your IT and
legacy application requirements.

END-TO-END SLA

SCALABLE
Our dedicated private cloud
solutions can be designed with the
necessary headroom to anticipate
your growth. Hybrid cloud solutions
and management are also
available.

We back your EPC with an end-to-end
SLA that guarantees application uptime.
Our Cloud Management Center operates
24x7x365 to provide real time managing
and monitoring of your IT environment.

